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Background: Latent class analysis (LCA) is increasingly being used in health research, but 
optimal approaches to handling complex clinical data are unclear. One issue is that commonly 
used questionnaires are multidimensional, but expressed as summary scores. Using the example 
of low back pain (LBP), the aim of this study was to explore and descriptively compare the 
application of LCA when using questionnaire summary scores and when using single items to 
subgrouping of patients based on multidimensional data.
Materials and methods: Baseline data from 928 LBP patients in an observational study 
were classified into four health domains (psychology, pain, activity, and participation) using the 
World Health Organization’s International Classification of Functioning, Disability, and Health 
framework. LCA was performed within each health domain using the strategies of summary-
score and single-item analyses. The resulting subgroups were descriptively compared using 
statistical measures and clinical interpretability.
Results: For each health domain, the preferred model solution ranged from five to seven sub-
groups for the summary-score strategy and seven to eight subgroups for the single-item strategy. 
There was considerable overlap between the results of the two strategies, indicating that they 
were reflecting the same underlying data structure. However, in three of the four health domains, 
the single-item strategy resulted in a more nuanced description, in terms of more subgroups and 
more distinct clinical characteristics.
Conclusion: In these data, application of both the summary-score strategy and the single-item 
strategy in the LCA subgrouping resulted in clinically interpretable subgroups, but the single-
item strategy generally revealed more distinguishing characteristics. These results 1) warrant 
further analyses in other data sets to determine the consistency of this finding, and 2) warrant 
investigation in longitudinal data to test whether the finer detail provided by the single-item 
strategy results in improved prediction of outcomes and treatment response.
Keywords: classification, data mining, subgrouping, clinical interpretability, questionnaire, 
low back pain
Background
Currently, there is considerable focus on the identification of low back pain (LBP) 
subgroups.1,2 LBP is a major global health problem due to its high prevalence and 
associated disability,3 resulting in substantial personal and societal costs, including 
those associated with time off work, rehabilitation, and treatment.4 Despite many 
treatment approaches and extensive research,5–10 treatment effects remain modest. 
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This may partly be due to heterogeneity in people with LBP, 
including variability in the presenting signs and symptoms11 
and treatment responses.7 This has led researchers to focus on 
subgrouping, potentially to improve the targeting of treatment 
and also to allow more precise prognostic estimates.
Traditionally, identification of LBP subgroups has been 
based on analyses, such as logistic regression, that aim to 
identify subgroups that differ on a predefined outcome mea-
sure; therefore, subgroup formation is “supervised” by the 
categorization of the outcome and thus termed “supervised 
analysis”. Another approach to subgrouping is unsupervised 
analysis. In this approach, subgroups are identified by the 
patterns in which people score at baseline (eg, patient history 
and physical examination) without predefining the measures 
that differentiate the subgroups or the number of subgroups. 
Unsupervised analysis attempts to maximize the homogeneity 
within subgroups and the heterogeneity between subgroups. 
Subsequently, these subgroups can be tested for validity on 
a range of outcomes, either as treatment-effect modifiers or 
prognostic indicators. Latent class analysis (LCA) is one 
such statistical technique that is widely used to identify 
subgroups using unsupervised analysis.12–16 Within muscu-
loskeletal research, the use of LCA has increased during the 
last decade,17–19 and its strengths compared to other clustering 
approaches are becoming more evident.20
In LBP research, LCA has mainly been applied to the 
analysis of outcome trajectories.21–23 An exception was Baron 
et al, who found an association between LCA-derived base-
line subgroups and their response to a cognitive behavioral 
intervention.24 Their focus was on the psychological profile 
of patients at baseline. However, to better understand the 
complex nature of LBP, as well as any other complex health 
condition, and explore better options for the management of 
disease, it seems potentially fruitful to identify the clusters 
of associations between the broad arrays of biological, psy-
chological, and social dimensions of patients,25 as all these 
domains are present in individual patients.
Key components of the clinical presentation of patients 
are often assessed using validated questionnaires. Many 
are multidimensional,26,27 and although they often measure 
more than one factor (dimension), frequently all answers 
are combined into a summary score. Consequently, there 
may be some clinical characteristics that are potentially 
important in distinguishing baseline differences between 
subgroups that might be overlooked if such information is 
only covered by some questions within a summary score. For 
example, the Fear-Avoidance Beliefs Questionnaire (FABQ) 
contains two subscale scores (physical activity and work), 
but there is evidence that even these subscales are actually 
multidimensional.28 Also, unidimensional scales may contain 
single items that in combination with other variables help 
to profile patients.
It is unknown whether the choice of data-preprocessing 
strategy has any impact on the results of LCA. Summary 
scores can provide useful summaries of single items that 
measure the same construct, and thus using single items 
might simply add more noise and lead to inferior results. 
Alternatively, single items might add more detailed infor-
mation that is useful, in particular if the scoring pattern on 
particular single items from different questionnaires helps 
to identify the latent classes. Under those circumstances, 
a reasonable assumption might be that subgrouping using 
single items would reveal more informative subgroups, due 
to there being more information available. It also could be 
that compared to the use of summary scores, when individual 
questions are used, there is greater capacity for LCA to model 
any interactions that occur between them and other items, 
but there is a need to examine these assumptions and explore 
any potential impact.
Therefore, the aim of this methodological case study was 
to explore the application of LCA when using questionnaire 
summary scores (summary-score strategy) and to compare 
descriptively the results with those when treating all variables 
individually (single-item strategy) to subgroup LBP patients. 
This was performed within four domains of health, applying a 
combination of statistical measures and the clinical interpret-
ability (face validity) of the derived subgroups.
Materials and methods
This study used cross-sectional (baseline) data from a lon-
gitudinal observational study of adult patients who were 
consulting chiropractors in Denmark due to their LBP. Two 
strategies for LCA subgrouping were descriptively compared: 
one strategy using summary scores of questionnaires and 
the other using all items individually based on patient self-
reported and clinician-reported questionnaires. Subgroups 
were identified using LCA within four domains of health 
(psychology, pain, activity, and participation). The descrip-
tive comparison was based on a combination of statistical 
and clinical interpretability (face validity) criteria, and the 
final decision about a preferable strategy was reached by 
consensus within the author group.
Setting and participants
Data were collected from September 2010 to January 2012 
from 17 chiropractic practices across Denmark that were part 
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of the research network of the Nordic Institute for  Chiropractic 
and Clinical Biomechanics.29 Some of the aims of creating the 
overall cohort included the identification of clinical course 
 patterns, prognostic factors, and clinically important subgroups 
in LBP patients consulting primary care clinicians. The results 
of some of these other investigations and full details about the 
longitudinal study have been reported previously.21,29
Patients were included if they had LBP with or without 
leg pain as their main complaint, were 18–65 years of age, 
had a mobile phone and were able to send a text message 
(for reasons unrelated to this paper), and could adequately 
read and write Danish. Patients were excluded due to preg-
nancy, pathology of the back that required referral for acute 
surgical evaluation or other serious pathology, or more than 
one consultation for LBP in the preceding 3 months. For the 
current study, patients were excluded if they did not complete 
any of the baseline questionnaires (Figure 1).
The patients included were informed about the study, 
written consent was obtained, and the Danish Data Protection 
Agency gave approval (2012-41-0762). As treatment was 
not affected by participation in the study, under Danish law, 
this study did not need ethical approval.30 The conduct of the 
study complied with the Declaration of Helsinki.
Due to other planned analyses, the sample size was 1,000 
patients. In a systematic investigation of necessary sample 
sizes for LCA, Wurpts et al31 concluded that for two and 
three LCA subgroups, 100 is often a sufficient sample size. 
By extrapolating their results, 1,000 participants are likely to 
be sufficient for models with up to 20 subgroups.
Measured variables
Participants completed a baseline questionnaire while attend-
ing the clinic. The variables used in the LCA included pain 
history, screening questions, work-related questions, and 
selected validated questionnaires covering activity limita-
tion, fear avoidance, depression, and other known prognostic 
 factors (Supplementary materials 1). The variables age 
(years), sex (male, female), and highest educational level (no 
qualification, vocational training, higher education ,3 years, 
higher education 3–4 years, higher education .4 years) were 
used only to describe baseline characteristics of the cohort 
and were not included in the LCA.
The pain-history variables were: average pain intensity 
during the last week for back pain and leg pain (0–10 numeric 
pain-rating scale), duration of current episode (0–2 weeks, 
2–4 weeks, 1–3 months, .3 months), previous LBP episodes 
Registered as adult patients
visiting for the first time due to
an LBP episode
n=1,222*
Agreed to participate
n=970
Recruited participants
n=953
Did not meet the inclusion criteria    n=17
n=252 (142 males, 110 females, mean age 43.4 years)
Had treatment within the last 3 months
No mobile phone
Clinic forgot to invite the patient
Did not want to participate
Other reasons (mainly because there was
no time for the standardized examination)
n=102
n=3
n=23
n=73
n=52
Study cohort
n=928
Excluded:
Pathology diagnosed as a reason for LBP
No consent
No data on patient-reported questionnaire
No data on clinician-reported questionnaire
n=3
n=3
n=6
n=13
Figure 1 Study flowchart.
Note: *These were the ones registered, but they were a subset of all relevant LBP patients in the study period.
Abbreviation: LBP, low back pain.
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(0, 1–3, .3), and days with LBP during the last year (#30, 
.30 days).
The screening questions were: ability to decrease pain 
(0= cannot decrease it at all; 10= can decrease it completely), 
recovery belief (0= likely to recover; 10= not at all likely), 
belief that treatment is essential to decrease pain (0= com-
pletely agree; 10= completely disagree), and social isolation 
(0= not at all isolated; 10= quite isolated).
The work-related variables were: physical workload (sit-
ting, sitting and walking, light physical load, heavy physical 
load) and sick leave. 
The validated questionnaires included were: the Danish 
23-item version of the Roland–Morris Disability Question-
naire (RMDQ-23), the FABQ with its two subscales (physical 
activity and work), the Major Depression Inventory (MDI) 
and the STarT Back Tool (SBT). The score from the SBT 
questionnaire was dichotomized (high risk versus medium/
low risk), as this reflects the tool’s clear distinction between 
patients with psychological barriers to recovery (high risk) 
and those without this aspect.
The clinician-completed questionnaire variables were: 
pain distribution (back pain, left- and/or right-leg pain), 
dominating pain (back, leg, or equal), paraspinal pain onset 
(yes/no), best posture is to sit (yes/no), and best activity is 
to walk (yes/no).32 
Both the patient self-reported and clinician-reported 
baseline questionnaires were composites of variables from 
various sources. Existing validation and/or reliability studies 
for the included variables are referenced in “Supplementary 
materials 1”.
All variables were individually used in the single-item 
strategy, whereas the summary scores from the validated 
questionnaires were used in the summary-score strategy. Vari-
ables that were not part of a summary score were individually 
used in both strategies (Supplementary materials 1).
Preprocessing of variables
Single items from the MDI and FABQ that had more than 
85% of their responses (an arbitrary threshold) in one of their 
six or seven response-option categories were excluded from 
the single-item strategy, but used as part of their respective 
summary scores, as the summary scores were not affected 
by this skewed distribution. Ordinal and continuous scales 
were rescored into categories if their distributions were highly 
skewed. Details of the content of each variable, missing 
data and all categorizations are reported in “Supplementary 
materials 1”. No data imputations were performed, as the 
likelihood approach of LCA accommodates the inclusion 
of patients with missing values.33
Health domains
The International Classification of Functioning, Disability, 
and Health (ICF) created by the World Health Organization 
was used to classify variables into four clinically relevant 
health domains (psychology, pain, activity, and participa-
tion). The mutually exclusive classification of variables into 
these four health domains was performed by the first author, 
based on the categorization framework accessible via the ICF 
browser34 and previous LBP research that had used health 
domains.35–37 First, the classification into health domains was 
performed for variables used in the summary-score strategy: 
the five summary scores (RMDQ-23, FABQ – physical activ-
ity, FABQ – work, MDI, SBT) and the remaining variables 
from the baseline questionnaires that were not part of a sum-
mary score. Second, for the single-item strategy, the summary 
scores were replaced by their respective single items, allowing 
these to be classified into a health domain different to the 
summary score if considered more appropriate. The remain-
ing variables, which were not part of a summary score, did 
not change health domain between the two strategies. The 
results of the classification are shown in “Supplementary 
materials 1”. The authors reviewed, discussed, and reached 
consensus on the first author’s classification for both the 
summary-score strategy and the single-item strategy.
Generation of a preliminary model for a 
given number of subgroups and deciding 
on the starting model
LCA was performed using Latent GOLD 5.0 (Statistical Inno-
vations Inc, Belmont, MA, USA)33,38 with its software settings 
in the default mode, except for the enabling of the inclusion 
of patients with missing data on some variables. Ordinal vari-
ables entered LCA as continuous variables, allowing mean 
and standard deviation to vary from subgroup to subgroup. 
For binary and categorical variables, the probability of each 
category could vary from subgroup to subgroup.
For both strategies, LCA was performed within each 
of the four health domains. The LCA fitting procedure 
was initially run by requesting the estimation of models 
of every number of subgroups, from one to 12 subgroups. 
That procedure was repeated ten times (with random start-
ing values), and resulted in ten models with one subgroup 
each through to ten models with 12 subgroups each. From 
the ten estimates within each model size, the most frequent 
model (identified by the Bayesian information criterion 
[BIC]) was selected. If there were several models with the 
same maximal frequency, the model with the lowest BIC 
was chosen. Of these 12 selected preliminary models (one 
for each of one to 12 subgroups), the model with the lowest 
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BIC39 – among all models, decreasing the BIC by at least 
1% when adding an additional subgroup – was chosen as 
a “starting model” for further analysis. This resulted in 
eight starting models, one for each of the four domains in 
both strategies.
Selecting the preferred model for each 
health domain in both strategies
A consensus-based approach was used to select the preferred 
model for each domain in both strategies, which included 
a number of steps. First, the subgroups of the eight start-
ing models were graphically presented in profile plots. For 
nominal variables, conditional probabilities were presented 
that summed to 1 within each subgroup. For binary variables, 
only the last category was displayed. For other categorical 
variables, all categories were displayed. For ordinal and 
continuous variables, means were presented rescaled on a 
0–1 scale by using the minimal and maximal observed val-
ues.33 For each health domain in both strategies, the profile 
plot of the starting model was compared with profile plots 
of the remaining preliminary models with more and fewer 
subgroups to explore how the composition of the subgroups 
changed and to identify distinct characteristics. One aspect 
of identifying distinct characteristics was the observation of 
lines that crossed in the profile plot, as illustrated in Figure 2. 
This indicates distinctive scoring differences between the 
subgroups, and these were regarded as indicating a qualitative 
difference. If the lines did not cross between the subgroups, 
this indicated that the direction of scoring across variables 
was the same – reflecting differences in condition severity 
only – and thus the observed differences were regarded as 
purely quantitative differences. It was also agreed upon to 
prefer models with no subgroup size lower than 5% of the 
whole cohort. An exception to this was that subgroup sizes 
from 3% to 5% were explored further if the distinguishing 
characteristics were those known to be underrepresented in 
this chiropractic cohort compared to the general population 
of patients with LBP, characteristics such as depression, high-
intensity leg pain, and long duration of LBP.40
Second, the most likely candidate models were compared 
on: 1) subgroup size, 2) conditional probabilities for categori-
cal and ordinal items (the probability of specific responses 
given subgroup membership) and means of ordinal and 
continuous items (Table 1), and 3) loadings (factor loadings 
obtained by linear approximation of the effects of the latent 
variables on the items).33
Third, we developed a brief description of preferred 
models, including the essential characteristics of each 
subgroup, as observed in the profile plots and estimates. 
These three components of information were compiled by 
the first author and presented to the author group. If the 
author group requested clarification, the first author pre-
sented information for additional models. Each member 
then made suggestions about a preferred model for each 
domain in both strategies and included justification for 
this preference.
Table 1 Hypothetical output (Latent Gold) showing subgroup 
sizes, conditional probabilities and means for different variable 
types
Subgroup descriptors Subgroup 1 Subgroup 2
Subgroup size 60% 40%
Variables
Sex (nominal variable)
 Female, probability 0.3 0.9
 Male, probability 0.7 0.1
Previous episodes of low back pain  
(ordinal variable, 0–2)
 0 episodes, probability 0.16 0.03
 1–3 episodes, probability 0.36 0.20
 .3 episodes, probability 0.48 0.77
 Mean score 1.3 1.7
Pain intensity (continuous variable, 0–10)
 Mean score 7.5 3.8
Profile plot with only
quantitative differences
Health domain
1.0
0.8
M
ea
n 0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0
Variable
1
Variable
2
Variable
3
Variable
4
Subgroup 1
Subgroup 2
Subgroup 3
Profile plot with
qualitative differences
Health domain
1.0
0.8
M
ea
n 0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0
Variable
1
Variable
2
Variable
3
Variable
4
Subgroup 1
Subgroup 2
Subgroup 3
Figure 2 Hypothetical example of the qualitative assessment of a subgroup profile plot.
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Descriptive comparison of the single-
item and summary-score strategies
Within each of the four domains, the summary-score and 
single-item strategies were descriptively compared to assess if 
the preferred models from each were substantively different. 
First, we calculated median posterior probabilities (median, 
interquartile range) for both the individual subgroups and the 
entire health domains.41 In addition, the number of patients 
with a posterior probability above 0.33 for more than one 
subgroup was calculated and also the number of patients 
with posterior probability less than 0.7 for any subgroup. 
Both numbers are descriptors of the fraction of patients with 
ambiguity about their subgroup membership. In general, the 
posterior probability estimate indicates how likely it is that 
each patient belongs to a specific subgroup, and thus prefer-
ably should be close to 1.
Second, we improved the profile plots by visually 
grouping variables that displayed the same feature, where a 
feature was defined as a group of variables with 1) at least 
30% difference between the highest and lowest score of 
the subgroups (regarded as a diverse scoring pattern), and 
2) only quantitative differences, as seen by a uniform sub-
group scoring pattern across variables with no crossings, or 
very minor crossings. In addition, to enhance the visual dif-
ferences and clinical interpretability, we reverse-scored the 
variables when appropriate, which resulted in higher scores, 
indicating a more severe condition (see “Supplementary 
materials 1” for details of reverse-scored variables). For the 
multistate nominal variables, the first category (reference 
category) was removed from the profile plot, because it was 
implicit. The number of crossing subgroups per model solu-
tion was counted to emphasize qualitative and quantitative 
differences.
Third, we extended the description of each subgroup 
in the eight preferred models (one per domain for each 
strategy) by reporting the distribution of the variables and a 
brief clinical description of the characteristics distinguishing 
each subgroup from the others in the same health domain. 
Variables representing an identified feature were grouped and 
reported consecutively. In this descriptive component, each 
patient was assigned to the subgroup for which they had the 
largest posterior probability.
Fourth, subgroup membership was compared between 
the two strategies by cross-tabulation using the following 
principles. The largest subgroup for each row and column 
was marked, and if this overlap covered more than 80% 
of each subgroup, the row and column subgroups were 
considered to be “equivalent”. Any column cell covering 
10% or more of a row subgroup was also marked and 
included in the description of the subgroup membership 
comparison.
All four components of this additional information were 
also compiled by the first author and presented to the author 
group. Each member then selected the preferred strategy 
for each health domain and provided justification for their 
selection.
Statistical software
In addition to the use of Latent Gold for LCA, this study also 
used Excel 2010 (Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, WA, 
Table 2 Baseline characteristics
Baseline characteristics Low back pain 
patients (n=928)
Males, n (%) 510 (55)
Age, median (interquartile range), years 43 (34–53)
Highest achieved education, n (%)
 No qualifications 81 (9)
 Vocational training 236 (25)
 Higher education ,3 years 142 (15)
 Higher education 3–4 years 311 (34)
 Higher education .4 years 136 (15)
 Missing 22 (2)
Back-pain intensity (0–10 numeric rating scale),  
mean (SD)
6.5 (2.1)
 Missing n (%) 25 (3)
Leg-pain intensity, n (%)
 No pain 372 (40)
 Mild pain 295 (32)
 Moderate-to-severe pain 218 (23)
 Missing 43 (5)
Episode duration, n (%)
 0–2 weeks 571 (62)
 2–4 weeks 123 (13)
 1–3 months 95 (10)
 .3 months 121 (13)
 Missing 18 (2)
Previous episodes, n (%)
 0 149 (16)
 1–3 317 (34)
 .3 443 (48)
 Missing 19 (2)
STarT Back Tool score, n (%)
 Low risk 497 (54)
 Medium risk 351 (38)
 High risk 72 (8)
 Missing 8 (1)
roland–Morris Disability Questionnaire  
proportional sum score, median  
(interquartile range)
52 (35–70)
 Missing n (%) 14 (2)
Major Depression Inventory sum score,  
median (interquartile range)
6 (3–11)
 Missing n (%) 15 (2)
Abbreviation: SD, standard deviation.
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USA) for coloring and adjusting the profile plots. All other 
analyses were performed using Stata/SE 13.1 (StataCorp LP, 
College Station, TX, USA).
Results
The analysis included 928 participants with both patient 
self-reported and clinician-reported data (Figure 1). Of 
these, 95% had less than 15% missing observations. 
Baseline characteristics of the cohort are summarized in 
Table 2.
A total of 24 variables were included when the LCA used 
the summary-score strategy (three to nine variables in each 
domain) and 70 variables when using the single-item strategy 
(eight to 26 variables in each domain). As some question-
naires were multidimensional, their individual items could 
be allocated to different health domains. The items from 
the SBT were allocated across three domains (psychology, 
pain, and activity), the RMDQ and FABQ items across four 
domains (activity, psychology, participation, and pain), and 
all MDI items were allocated to the psychological domain 
(Supplementary materials 1).
Preliminary models for a given number of 
subgroups and starting model: results of 
the LCA
The statistical criteria defined for the LCA resulted in start-
ing model solutions with two or three subgroups in each 
health domain in both strategies. For all starting models, 
BIC was consistent in all ten attempts of each model size 
( Supplementary materials 2).
results of the consensus process 
selecting the preferred model for each 
health domain in both strategies
As a result of the consensus process, the choice of preferred 
models resulted in larger model solutions than the starting 
models. The larger models revealed distinct characteris-
tics, which appeared to have potential clinical relevance 
( Figures 3–6). Six of eight chosen models had better model 
fit, in terms of lower BIC values, than the starting models; 
therefore, the BIC decrease of at least 1% as a sufficient 
improvement was overruled (Supplementary materials 2).
The preferred model solutions ranged from five to seven 
subgroups in each health domain for the summary-score 
strategy and seven to eight subgroups for the single-item 
strategy. Only for the activity domain was the final number 
of subgroups the same (seven) in both strategies.
Arguments for the selected models included 1) smaller 
models missed subgroups that seemed to have distinct char-
acteristics, 2) larger models only added subgroups that were 
minor modifications of existing ones, and 3) larger models 
often included very small subgroups. All LCA solutions 
considered in the consensus process are available regarding 
the summary-score strategy (Supplementary materials 3) and 
the single-item strategy (Supplementary materials 4).
results of the consensus process 
descriptively comparing summary-score 
and single-item strategies
All health domains in both strategies had a reasonable dis-
tribution (prevalence) of patients across their subgroups, 
Table 3 Comparison of strategies in the psychology domain
Subgroup descriptors Summary-score 
strategy
Single-item 
strategy
Variables, n 8 26
Identified subgroups, n 6 8
Subgroup-size range, n (%) 33–336 (4%–36%) 48–199 (5%–21%)
Posterior probability, median 
(interquartile range)
0.95 (0.82–0.99) 0.97 (0.88–1)
Subjects with posterior  
probability above 0.33 for  
more than one subgroup, n (%)
93 (10%) 59 (6%) +3 (,1%) 
with no posterior 
probability .0.33
Subgroups’ median posterior  
probability, mean (range)
0.91 (0.83–1.00) 0.97 (0.95–0.99)
Subjects with posterior  
probability less than 0.7 on  
average per subgroup, n (%), 
range
144 (18%) 
6–43  
(4%–27%)
12 (11%) 
4–20  
(7%–19%)
Identified features*, n 5 6
Crossing subgroups#, % (n) 80 (12 of 15) 86 (24 of 28)
Notes: *Distinct characteristic defined by a single variable or a group of variables; 
#count of subgroups that crossed in the profile plots (subgroup-by-subgroup matrix).
Table 4 Comparison of strategies in the pain domain
Subgroup descriptors Summary-score 
strategy
Single-item 
strategy
Variables, n 9 14
Identified subgroups, n 6 7
Subgroup size range, n (%) 48–281 (5%–30%) 42–252 (5%–27%)
Posterior probability, median  
(interquartile range)
0.96 (0.75–0.98) 0.97 (0.83–0.99)
Subjects with posterior  
probability above 0.33 for  
more than one subgroup, n (%)
137 (15%) 65 (7%) +2 (,1%) 
with no posterior 
probability .0.33
Subgroups’ median posterior  
probability, mean (range)
0.94 (0.90–0.97) 0.97 (0.93–0.99)
Subjects with posterior  
probability less than 0.7 on  
average per subgroup, n (%), 
range
35 (17%) 
3–119  
(6%–41%)
18 (14%) 
5–38  
(10%–15%)
Identified features*, n 5 5
Crossing subgroups#, % (n) 93 (14 of 15) 90 (19 of 21)
Notes: *Distinct characteristic defined by a single variable or a group of variables; 
#count of subgroups that crossed in the profile plots (subgroup-by-subgroup matrix).
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and none had one or two subgroups that contained the 
majority of patients assigned. The single-item strategy 
tended to have a higher average posterior probability per 
health domain, with the median ranging from 0.88 to 0.97 
compared to 0.72–0.96 for the summary-score strategy. The 
single-item strategy also tended to have fewer individual 
participants with a posterior probability above 0.33 for more 
than one subgroup per health domain (6%–12% across the 
health domains) when  compared to the summary-score 
strategy (10%–17%). Also, the single-item strategy had 
fewer participants with no posterior probability above 0.33 
for any domain (1% versus 3%) in the entire cohort. For 
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Psych_sum 4: Moderate pain-related concern, treatment believers
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Brief conceptual description of subgroups identified in the psychology domain (summary-score strategy)
Psych_single 1: Treatment believers with low degree of depressive mood
Psych_single 2: Pain-related concerns, moderate degree of depressive mood
Psych_single 3: Uncomplicated psychological profile
Psych_single 4: Sleep well, low degree of depressive mood
Psych_single 5: Treatment believers with sleep issues and moderate degree of depressive mood 
Psych_single 6: Sleep issues, low degree of pain-related concerns
Psych_single 7: The complicated psychological profile
Psych_single 8: Pain-related concerns, low degree of depressive mood
Brief conceptual description of subgroups identified in the psychology domain (single-item strategy)
Social isolation Depressive mood Belief in treatment
Belief in
treatment
Sleep
issues
Pain-related
concerns
Social
isolation
Depressive mood Catastrophizing
Able to decrease pain
(0–10)
FABQ physical activity
subscale (0–24)
Cannot work until pain is
treated (0–6)
Feel socially isolated Negative recovery belief Degree of depression
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Treatment not essential
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Figure 3 Profile plots of the psychology domain and identified features.
Notes: ( ) indicates the value range of ordinal and continuous variables with higher scores indicating a more severe condition.
Abbreviations: SBT, STarT Back Tool; FABQ, Fear-Avoidance Beliefs Questionnaire.
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further details about each health domain, see Tables 3–6. 
For statistical and descriptive details about each subgroup, 
see “Supplementary materials 5”.
Clinical comparison in the psychology 
domain
With both LCA strategies, subgroup differences were mainly 
quantitative (Figure 3). In particular, the feature belief in 
treatment made a clear contribution to the identification of 
the subgroups in both strategies. The distinct features in the 
 single-item strategy, which added additional information, 
when compared to the summary-score strategy were sleep 
issues, catastrophizing, and pain-related concern. The last 
item was more informative with the single-item strategy, 
because in the summary-score strategy, a high score on pain-
related concern was only identified for subgroups scoring 
high on depressive mood. In contrast, social isolation seemed 
to inform the subgroup formation to a larger extent in the 
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Brief conceptual description of subgroups identified in the pain domain (single-item strategy):
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Figure 4 Profile plots of the pain domain and identified features.
Notes: ( ) indicates the value range of ordinal and continuous variables with higher scores indicating a more severe condition; *multistate nominal variable displaying each 
category except from the reference category.
Abbreviation: LBP, low back pain.
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summary-score strategy than in the single-item strategy. 
For the single-item strategy, the proportion of subgroups 
that crossed in the profile plot was highest (Table 3), which 
emphasizes more qualitative differences identified in this 
strategy.
When subgroup membership was compared, all subgroups 
from the summary-score strategy consisted of people from two, 
three, or four subgroups in the single-item strategy, whereas 
four of eight single-item subgroups appeared to be a merger 
of two or more subgroups from the summary-score strategy 
(Table 7). Additional subgroups in the single-item strategy thus 
seemed not only to be a split of the summary-score subgroups, 
but rather an actual difference in subgroup membership.
Conclusion: psychology domain
The single-item strategy identified more features that drove 
the formation of subgroups, resulting in a more nuanced 
description than the summary-score strategy.
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Figure 5 Profile plots of the activity domain and identified features.
Notes: ( ) indicates the value range of ordinal and continuous variables with higher scores indicating a more severe condition.
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Clinical comparison in the pain domain
In both LCA strategies, the identified pain subgroups were 
differentiated on the features LBP duration, LBP severity, 
leg-pain severity, pain distribution, and nondominating 
LBP (Figure 4). The feature LBP duration was an obvious 
similarity across both strategies, as it separated the identi-
fied subgroups into those having short duration of LBP and 
those with persistent LBP, including a “persistent mild” and 
a “persistent severe” subgroup. Among the subgroups with 
a short duration of LBP, a subgroup characterized by scoring 
moderately on LBP severity, high on leg-pain severity, and 
low on nondominating LBP was unique to the single-item 
strategy. In both strategies, nearly all subgroups crossed one 
another in the profile plot (Table 4), which emphasizes the 
similarities between the strategies.
Subgroup membership comparison confirmed the pattern 
of similarity, with three subgroups being equivalent for the 
two strategies. Each of the remaining three subgroups in 
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 last month
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Decreased sexual
activity
Stay home most
of the time
Work is too heavy
(0–2)
Work makes/would make
pain worse
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(0–2)
Physical workload
(1–4)
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workload
Pain caused
by or at work
Work-aggravated
pain
Work is
too heavy
Work makes/would
make pain worse
Social participation limitations
Brief conceptual description of subgroups identified in the participation domain (summary-score strategy):
Brief conceptual description of subgroups identified in the participation domain (single-item strategy):
Part_sum 1: Very low degree of fear-avoidance beliefs about work, low degree of physical workload
Part_single 1: Very low work and social participation limitations, low degree of physical workload
Part_single 2: Very low social participation limitations, unsure if work aggravated/makes pain worse, whichever degree of physical workload
Part_single 3: Very low social participation limitations, work is too heavy, work aggravated/makes pain worse, pain caused by or at work,
                       high degree of physical workload
Part_single 4: High degree of social participation limitations, but low degree of work limitations whichever degree of physical workload
Part_single 5: Moderate degree of social participation limitations, work aggravated/makes pain worse, very low degree of physical workload 
Part_single 6: Low degree of social participation limitations, pain caused by work, none with very low degree of physical workload
Part_single 7: High degree of social participation limitations, work is too heavy, work aggravated/makes pain worse, pain caused by or at work,
                       high degree of physical workload
Part_sum 2: Low degree of fear-avoidance beliefs about work, moderate degree of physical workload
Part_sum 3: Moderate degree of fear-avoidance beliefs about work, high degree of physical workload
Part_sum 4: High degree of fear-avoidance beliefs about work, very high degree of physical workload
Part_sum 5: Low degree of fear-avoidance beliefs about work, very low degree of physical workload
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Figure 6 Profile plots of the participation domain and identified features.
Notes: ( ) indicates the value range of ordinal and continuous variables with higher scores indicating a more severe condition.
Abbreviation: FABQ, Fear-Avoidance Beliefs Questionnaire.
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Table 7 Psychology domain, subgroup membership comparison
Single-item psychology subgroups
Single 1 Single 2 Single 3 Single 4 Single 5 Single 6 Single 7 Single 8 Total
Summary-score  
psychology 
subgroups
Sum 1 195a 4 13 3 118b 0 3 0 336
Sum 2 2 72a 1 49b 0 45b 1 27b 197
Sum 3 2 0 110a 33c 0 25c 0 9 179
Sum 4 0 49a 8 34c 0 29c 3 10 133
Sum 5 0 15c 0 0 1 0 34a 0 50
Sum 6 0 14a 0 0 3 0 14a 2 33
Total 199 154 132 119 122 99 55 48 928
Notes: aLargest subgroup in each row; blargest subgroup in each column (if different to largest subgroup in row); cnot largest row or column subgroup, but number of patients 
still covered more than 10% of row subgroup.
Table 5 Comparison of strategies in the activity domain
Subgroup descriptors Summary-score 
strategy
Single-item 
strategy
Variables, n 4 22
Identified subgroups, n 7 7
Subgroup-size range, n (%) 60–226 (6%–24%) 49–254 (5%–27%)
Posterior probability, median 
(interquartile range)
0.72 (0.54–0.82) 0.97 (0.85–0.99)
Subjects with posterior  
probability above 0.33 for  
more than one subgroup,  
n (%)
144 (16%) +13 (1%)  
with no posterior 
probability .0.33
74 (8%) +2 (,1%) 
with no posterior 
probability .0.33
Subgroups’ median posterior  
probability, mean (range)
0.71 (0.63–0.87) 0.96 (0.93–0.99)
Subjects with posterior  
probability less than 0.7 on  
average per subgroup, n (%), 
range
62 (47%) 
21–110  
(21%–58%)
17 (13%) 
5–30  
(9%–19%)
Identified features*, n 3 7
Crossing subgroups#, % (n) 62 (13 of 21) 86 (18 of 21)
Notes: *Distinct characteristic defined by a single variable or a group of variables; 
#count of subgroups that crossed in the profile plots (subgroup-by-subgroup 
matrix).
Table 6 Comparison of strategies in the participation domain
Subgroup descriptors Summary-score 
strategy
Single-item 
strategy
Variables, n 3 8
Identified subgroups, n 5 7
Subgroup-size range, n (%) 97–365 (10%–39%) 58–348 (6%–38%)
Posterior probability, median  
(interquartile range)
0.8 (0.6–0.92) 0.88 (0.66–0.94)
Subjects with posterior  
probability above 0.33 for  
more than one subgroup,  
n (%)
160 (17%) +16 (2%)  
with no posterior 
probability .0.33
107 (12%) +2 (,1%) 
with no posterior 
probability .0.33
Subgroups’ median posterior  
probability, mean (range)
0.80 (0.68–0.88) 0.84 (0.67–0.94)
Subjects with posterior  
probability less than 0.7 on  
average per subgroup, n (%), 
range
67 (37%) 
43–142  
(28%–54%)
37 (30%) 
15–85  
(17%–55%)
Identified features*, n 2 6
Crossing subgroups#, % (n) 20 (2 of 10) 76 (16 of 21)
Notes: *Distinct characteristic defined by a single variable or a group of variables; 
#count of subgroups that crossed in the profile plots (subgroup-by-subgroup 
matrix).
the summary-score strategy consisted of patients from two 
or three subgroups in the single-item strategy, whereas the 
single-item strategy had one subgroup that was a subset of 
one of the summary-score subgroups, and the last three were 
each a merger of two subgroups from the summary-score 
strategy (Table 8).
Conclusion: pain domain
Despite the near-identical features, the single-item strategy 
resulted in a more nuanced description by identifying one 
additional unique subgroup.
Clinical comparison in the activity domain
Three of the four variables in the activity domain contributed 
to the differentiation of subgroups in the summary-score 
strategy (Figure 5). One feature was similar in the single-
item strategy – cannot work with present pain – and in 
addition, another six features were identified. The single-
item strategy resulted in a more nuanced description by 
the identification of more features. In particular, we found 
three subgroups (4, 6, and 7) with midrange scores for 
many (dichotomous) variables, indicating that subjects in 
these subgroups differed considerably on these variables 
from individual to individual, and only a few characteristics 
really distinguished the groups: walking-distance limita-
tions, dressing problems, walking-speed limitations, and 
difficulties in household duties. The characteristics of the 
subgroups in the summary-score strategy were more dis-
tinct, with bigger qualitative differences and more clear-cut 
scores. However, for the single-item strategy, the proportion 
of crossing subgroups in the profile plots was highest (Table 
5), which emphasizes the more nuanced description possible 
for this strategy.
Subgroup membership comparisons in this domain 
showed that four summary-score subgroups each mainly 
consisted of patients from two single-item subgroups, and 
the remaining three summary-score subgroups represented 
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the unions of four single-item subgroups. Similarly, the seven 
single-item subgroups could be considered mergers of two 
to four summary-score subgroups (Table 9).
Conclusion: activity domain
There were no equivalent subgroups identified by the 
two strategies, and they were characterized by different 
features.
Clinical comparison in the participation 
domain
The summary-score strategy showed mainly quantitative dif-
ferences. The only exception was a subtle difference with one 
subgroup scoring moderately on FABQ – work, but lowest 
on the other identified feature: physical workload (Figure 6). 
Six features and two additional subgroups were identified 
in the single-item strategy. The feature social participation 
limitations divided the subgroups into two categories, ie, 
low and high scores, respectively. The latter consisted of 
one subgroup scoring high on all work-belief items and the 
other low to moderate. Subgroups with low scores on social 
participation limitation similarly differed on their work-
belief scores. The remaining three subgroups showed com-
binations of high and low scores on the features of beliefs 
about work too heavy, work makes/would make pain worse, 
work-aggravated pain, or pain caused by or at work. Low 
scores on physical workload only appeared with low social 
participation limitation scores. As a result of the primarily 
quantitative differences in the summary-score strategy, the 
proportion of crossing subgroups was clearly highest in the 
single-item strategy (Table 6), which supported the nuanced 
qualitative differences identified in this strategy.
When subgroup membership was compared, two of the 
summary-score subgroups consisted mainly of patients 
from two single-item subgroups and the last three by 
unions of four single-item subgroups. Two of the seven 
single-item subgroups could be considered as mainly 
subsets of summary-score subgroups and the remaining 
five as  mergers of two or three summary-score subgroups 
(Table 10).  Additional subgroups in the single-item strat-
egy seemed to contribute to actual differences in subgroup 
membership.
Conclusion: participation domain
The single-item strategy gave a much richer clinical picture, 
with more subgroups and features identified. The single-item 
subgroups had quite clear characteristic differences that were 
based on all the identified features.
Table 8 Pain domain, subgroup membership comparison
Single-item pain subgroups
Single 1 Single 2 Single 3 Single 4 Single 5 Single 6 Single 7 Total
Summary-score  
pain subgroups
Sum 1 200a 5 71c 0 5 0 0 281
Sum 2 44c 192a 9 1 41b 0 0 287
Sum 3 7 0 78a 0 31c 0 0 116
Sum 4 1 0 2 7 6 83d 0 99
Sum 5 0 4 0 87d 5 1 0 97
Sum 6 0 2 0 3 1 0 42d 48
Total 252 203 160 98 89 84 42 928
Notes: aLargest subgroup in each row; blargest subgroup in each column (if different to largest subgroup in row); cnot largest row or column subgroup, but number of patients 
still covered more than 10% of row subgroup; dIf a + b overlapped and at least 80% of both subgroups were included.
Table 9 Activity domain, subgroup membership comparison
Single-item activity subgroups
Single 1 Single 2 Single 3 Single 4 Single 5 Single 6 Single 7 Total
Summary-score  
activity subgroups
Sum 1 156a 53c 2 1 0 7 7 226
Sum 2 45c 112a 0 6 7 9 12 191
Sum 3 2 33a 6 11 16c 30b 15b 113
Sum 4 0 8 22c 47a 35b 22c 2 136
Sum 5 0 0 77a 13c 9 2 0 101
Sum 6 2 9 29a 27c 12c 10 12c 101
Sum 7 49a 8c 1 0 0 1 1 60
Total 254 223 137 105 79 81 49 928
Notes: aLargest subgroup in each row; blargest subgroup in each column (if different to largest subgroup in row); cnot largest row or column subgroup, but number of patients 
still covered more than 10% of row subgroup.
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Discussion
In the exploration of clinically important subgroups, LCA 
is increasingly being used, but it is unknown how complex 
questionnaire data are best analyzed. In this methodological 
case study, we descriptively compared the use of summary 
scores to the use of single items from questionnaire data, 
using the example of patients with LBP. In the single-item 
strategy, more variables were included and it was expected 
that this strategy would provide more information, but it was 
unknown if that level of detail would be valuable, indifferent, 
or detrimental for the identification of distinct subgroups. 
Hypothetically, the splitting of (validated) questionnaires, 
instead of using summary scores, might have limited the 
potential for a clear profiling of the emergent subgroups, due 
to the presence of excessive detail.
To our knowledge, this is the first study descriptively 
comparing in a systematic way the application of “single 
items” and “summary scores” in data preprocessing prior to 
using LCA. In our case, both strategies resulted in clinically 
interpretable and potentially meaningful solutions that all 
had reasonable LCA model-fit statistics. The high classifi-
cation agreement across these two data-handling strategies 
implies that despite these very different ways of managing 
the variables, there were similar underlying subgroup struc-
tures that were detected by both LCA strategies. However, 
with our explorative approach to subgrouping in the search 
for previously undiscovered associations among baseline 
variables, the single-item strategy appeared to be preferable. 
The reasons were that in three of four health domains, the 
single-item strategy resulted in more nuanced description, in 
terms of subgroups characterized by more distinct features 
that appeared to have potentially clinical relevance. Whether 
these more detailed subgroup profiles provide a more use-
ful description of subgroups must be investigated in future 
studies. The single-item strategy included more variables in 
the LCA, which recent research has indicated would improve 
subgroup-assignment accuracy, although not all variables had 
strong associations with subgroup membership,31 and this 
may explain why the single-item strategy appeared prefer-
able. The single-item strategy tended to have better statistical 
measures, but the differences in the results were small and 
thus should be interpreted cautiously. In both approaches, the 
choice of models that appeared most informative incurred the 
cost of rejecting more parsimonious models, which would 
require consideration if generalizability to other cohorts 
were a priority.
As both strategies were useful, the choice of strategy 
in future studies might also depend on considerations 
about the type of research question being addressed. For 
 example, in circumstances where data from multidimensional 
 questionnaires are to be included in LCA, use of the single-
item strategy may have advantages. This is because it seems 
to allow the identification of subgroups that are characterized 
by combinations of single items and thus explore if single 
questionnaire items, when combined with other variables, 
hold information that is not captured using the summary 
score. Therefore, the resultant modeling is more likely to 
reflect the influence that these clinical constructs have on the 
condition being studied. In contrast, the use of the summary-
score strategy in this circumstance might potentially dilute 
and obscure the influence of features on the condition.
The design of a study might favor the summary-score strat-
egy if its purpose is to identify a data structure that might be 
general across other data sets where summary scores are used 
and where clinicians in particular clinical situations might be 
familiar with summary scores only. However, if the purpose 
is to explore relationships in the data from a more causal or 
etiological perspective, then it could be that the increased detail 
available in the single-item strategy would be more revealing.
If the aim is to develop a simple screening instrument 
to identify a specific subgroup of patients, the single-item 
strategy might initially be preferable, in order to explore 
which variables cluster together in the profiling approach. 
Subsequently, a single item could be selected to identify 
Table 10 Participation domain, subgroup membership comparison
Single-item strategy participation subgroups
Single 1 Single 2 Single 3 Single 4 Single 5 Single 6 Single 7 Total
Summary-score  
participation  
subgroups
Sum 1 283a 47b 4 15 11 2 3 365
Sum 2 38c 44a 3 30b 9 26c 1 151
Sum 3 11 43c 50a 28c 6 36b 19 193
Sum 4 3 5 65a 9 1 4 35b 122
Sum 5 13c 15c 6 11c 50a 2 0 97
Total 348 154 128 93 77 70 58 928
Notes: aLargest subgroup in each row; blargest subgroup in each column (if different to largest subgroup in row); cnot largest row or column subgroup, but number of patients 
still covered more than 10% of row subgroup.
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that patient characteristic within the specific subgroup. In 
this way, LCA accounts for the possibility that people in one 
subgroup might load on one variable and people in another 
subgroup might load on a different variable, even though 
scores on those two variables are highly correlated.
From a clinical perspective, it would potentially also 
be an advantage if subgrouping based on a small number 
of the single items were demonstrated to be as useful as 
subgrouping based on summary scores, since it would be 
easier to have patients complete selected items rather than 
requiring them to score the equivalent full questionnaires. 
This assumes that not all questions contained in the summary 
score are informative.
In other circumstances, a hybrid approach might be 
appropriate. For example, it may be that a study has a parti-
cular focus on one domain of health, such as the psychology 
domain, but recognizes that other domains of health will 
also influence a patient’s total health status. Therefore, such 
a study may use the single-item strategy for variables within 
the psychology domain, but the summary-score strategy in 
the other domains to reduce complexity.
The result of the LBP subgrouping in this study requires 
further investigation to explore whether the more nuanced 
description identified by the single-item strategy also cor-
responds to a larger diversity with respect to prognosis 
and treatment success, making this clinically relevant. One 
approach would be to look at the predictive ability of the 
identified subgroups. Another possible next step in this 
explorative approach to subgrouping patients with LBP is to 
investigate patient profiles based on multiple health domains 
rather than within separate domains. A new approach to this 
has been proposed in which LCA is first performed within 
domains (as implemented in this study) and then the latent 
class membership from each domain is used as the items for 
an LCA across domains to identify patient profiles.14,42 This 
approach is referred to as a “two-stage” LCA. Within the 
 second stage of LCA, it may be apparent whether the identi-
fied additional features in the single-item strategy actually 
inform the subgrouping of patient profiles across domains.
Strengths and limitations
A strength of this study was the use of a relatively large 
clinical sample with comprehensive data. A further strength 
was that the decision about the preferred strategy was based 
on the consistency of results across four disparate health 
domains that included different numbers and types of items. 
Also, we conducted a comprehensive assessment of the 
LCA models to investigate their potential qualities, which 
involved systematic descriptions of model solutions and of 
the similarities and differences between the models resulting 
from the two approaches.
In contrast, a weakness of this study is that the descriptive 
comparison was only based on one data set – but covering 
four different health domains involving separate parts of the 
data – which limits generalizability. Therefore, our focus was 
to describe these methodological considerations, outline a 
method pathway for descriptive comparisons, and increase 
awareness of the potential impact that choices about data-
preprocessing strategies may have on the results. 
Another weakness of this type of study is that it requires 
a number of subjective decisions, such as the classification 
of all variables into four mutually exclusive health domains, 
which variables to reverse-score, which variables to catego-
rize, and how to interpret the overlap between subgroups 
from the different subgrouping strategies. Different choices 
during those decisions may have impacted the results. 
Most importantly, model selection that is not mainly driven 
by model-fit statistics involves subjective decisions, and 
although “conceptual meaningfulness” is often mentioned 
as an element of model selection within LCA,15,22,43 the 
selection in previous studies has generally been driven by 
statistical fit and model parsimony. In this study, model selec-
tion was initially guided by model fit for fixed numbers of 
subgroups, and subsequently selection across different model 
sizes was primarily based on a qualitative evaluation of the 
subgroups relative to models of different sizes. Therefore, 
other researchers might have made different decisions under 
the same circumstances. However, the consensus process 
involving all five authors adds credibility to the subjective 
choices that had to be made. 
The emphasis on the qualitative assessment meant that 
less parsimonious models were most often preferred to 
model selection that would have been based principally on 
statistical evaluation. For example, using the lowest BIC 
as the criterion for model selection would have resulted in 
models with fewer subgroups in three of four domains in 
both approaches. The exception to this was the psychology 
domain, where the preferred model would have been the 
same in the single-item strategy, and in the summary-score 
strategy a model with an additional four subgroups would 
have been selected. However, also when using this lowest 
BIC, the single-item strategy resulted in a model with more 
subgroups than the summary-score strategy in three of the 
four health domains.
Since we included many conceptually related items, espe-
cially in the single-item strategy, it is likely that conditionally 
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on the latent subgroups, some variables remained correlated. 
As pointed out by Suppes,44 this may have resulted in models 
containing more subgroups than if we had relied only on 
goodness-of-fit statistics for model selection. However, in 
this study, we performed LCA in an exploratory manner and 
selected the preferred models primarily on clinical interpret-
ability (face validity). Therefore, this consideration is less 
of a concern.
Finally, we would like to point out that there is no estab-
lished statistical methodology for comparing two model 
solutions selected using a subjective qualitative assessment 
and based on a different number of variables. Some of our 
approaches, like inspections of profile plots or the analysis 
of the overlap between subgroups (subgroup membership 
comparison), seem to us rather unproblematic. However, 
for statistically oriented criteria like median posterior prob-
ability, it might be debatable whether they reflect a differ-
ence in the solutions or just a difference in the number of 
variables involved. Also, there is no doubt that it would have 
been preferable to blind the participants of the consensus 
process for the type of strategy used, to avoid the possibility 
that attitudes about the usefulness of the approaches could 
influence the results. Unfortunately, due to the different 
types of input variables used in the two approaches, this was 
not possible. Despite both strategies appearing useful, it is 
currently unknown to what extent the merits of the single-
item strategy compared to the summary-score strategy are 
sample-specific.
Conclusion
In this data set, application of both the summary-score strat-
egy and the single-item strategy in the LCA subgrouping 
in four health domains resulted in clinically interpretable 
subgroups, but the single-item strategy generally revealed 
more distinguishing characteristics. These results 1)  warrant 
further analyses of other data sets to determine whether 
these findings are consistent, and 2) warrant investigation in 
longitudinal data to test whether the finer detail provided by 
the single-item strategy results in more clinically meaningful 
insights into prognosis or treatment success. Also, as both 
methodological approaches appeared useful, each of them 
might have merit depending on the research questions being 
investigated.
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